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Fund Details 
DDH Graham Limited (DDH) is the responsible entity of the Fund. As 
responsible entity, DDH is responsible for the management and 
administration of the Fund; including the issue of the Fund’s Product 
Disclosure Statement and all other public announcements concerning the 
Fund.  

DDH has appointed GCI Australia Pty Ltd ABN 68 140 364 576 (GCI) as the 
Fund’s outsourced investment manager. GCI is a private, boutique asset 
manager and corporate advisory firm that has significant experience across 
the many facets of financial markets. 

APIR Code DDH0001AU 
ARSN 108 161 575 
 

Fund Flexibility 
This Fund can be accessed by investing directly, or indirectly, using the 
HUB24, Netwealth, OneVue, Praemium Investment, Ausmaq, BT Wrap, BT 
Panorama, Macquarie Wrap and Australian Money Market platforms. 
 

Suggested Investment Timeframe 
The Fund is best suited to investors who seek a medium risk investment over 
a 3 to 5-year period. 
 

Information on the Fund 
At 31 December 2019, the Net Asset Value of the Fund was $149,303,899.96 
(+6.06% on the previous month).   

 
Benchmark 
Bloomberg Australia Bank Bill Index 
 

Description/Strategy 
The Fund’s investment strategy is to identify appropriate investments that 
are expected to generate a sufficiently high yield, commensurate with the 
assumed risk, with minimum volatility of returns. The fund consists of a core 
portfolio constructed with reference to macroeconomic factors and industry 
exposure.  The balance of the fund is a tactical component that seeks to 
enhance returns via investing in short-term yield opportunities in the same 
fixed interest asset classes but especially those traded on the ASX. 
 

Investment Objectives 
The DDH Preferred Income Fund aims to provide to unit-holders returns in 
excess of cash and traditional debt securities over the medium to long term 
by investing in Senior Bank Bonds, Senior Corporate Bonds, Bank Subordinate 
debt and ASX listed Hybrid securities. The return is a combination of income 
distribution and capital growth.  
 
Performance to 31 December 2019 (Annualised) 
 

  
3 mth 6 mth 1 year 2 year 3 year 5 year Since 

Incept. % % % % % % 
Cash 
Distribution 0.93  1.72  4.01  4.31  4.25  4.34  5.79  

+ Franking 0.01  0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.17 0.44 

+/- Growth (0.02) 0.60  1.07  0.06  0.68  0.12  (0.97) 
Total 
return 0.91 2.34 5.09 4.38 4.96 4.63 5.26 
               

Index 0.24  0.52  1.50  1.71  1.72  1.91  3.89  
 
Returns are calculated using exit prices and are calculated after all fees have been deducted with distributions included 
and no allowance made for tax. The ‘distribution’ component represents the amount paid by way of distribution, 
including net realised capital gains. Numbers may not sum due to rounding. Benchmark is the Bloomberg Australian 
Bank Bill Index. 
 
 

The inception date of the Fund was 25 Oct 2004. E&P commenced as Investment Manager on 31 Dec 2010. GCI 
commenced as Investment Manager on 01 July 2015. Total includes cash distribution, franking credits and growth. 
Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. 

 

Fund Rating  
Rated Favourable by SQM Research Nov 2019  
& retained at December 2019 review.  
 
Current Return Profile 
Running Yield: 4.15% (incl. franking) 
YTM: 4.78% (incl. franking) 
Margin over bills: 3.86% (incl. franking) 
 
 
Portfolio Characteristics 
 

Running Yield 4.15% 
Weighted Yield to Maturity on 
Book Cost 4.78% 

Average Margin 3.86% 

Average Years to Maturity 2.58  

Number of Securities Held                      54  

Fixed 9.83% 

FRN 87.50% 

Cash 2.67% 

Duration 0.12 

Credit Duration 2.64  
 

 
Top 5 Holdings as at 31 December 2019 

 

AMPPB AMP LIMITED CAP NOTE 3-BBSW+4.50% PERP 
NON-CUM RED T-12-25 

NFNG 
NUFARM FINANCE (NZ) LIMITED CONVERT 
BOND 6-BBSW+1.90% PERP SUB NON-CUM 
EXH STP 

+AU3FN0026837 AMP Bank Ltd 3mBBSW+400bps 27/03/2020 

+AU3FN0052221 Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited 

+AU3FN0051587 NAB LIMITED BBSW+202.0bps 18 November 
2031 

 
 

 

Australian Index returns 31 December 2019 
 

Index 1 month 
return 

3 month 
return 

12 
month 
return 

Bloomberg Australia Bank Bill 
Index 0.07% 0.24% 1.50% 

Bloomberg Australia Gov't 3-5 year 
Index -0.54% -0.24% 3.47% 

Bloomberg Australia Composite 
Index -0.25% 0.05% 2.85% 

     
 
 
 



 
 

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE 
 
The DDH Preferred Income Fund continues to perform well with a 12-month 
return to December of 5.09%.  The performance has been maintained at this 
level over the past few months despite a significant decline in the official 
interest rates. We expect that the fund will be able to maintain a return 
above the current effective yield of 4.30% in the year ahead with the current 
conservative duration exposure. 
 

MARKET REVIEW 
 

 
 
In 2018 we were concerned that Australia would experience a period of 
slower growth in 2019 due to several factors that included: 

• Broad money growth was declining; 
• BEAR (Banking Executive Activity Responsibility) had been 

enacted in February of 2018 and was operational from July 2018; 
• The Banking Royal Commission, that should have become 

irrelevant post BEAR and efficient governance from 
ASIC/APRA/AUSTRAC, has still had a large impact on bank activity; 

• The Australian Financial Complaints Authority that has effectively 
become a permanent Royal Commission; and 

• A slower rate of business investment in the lead up to the May 
Federal election, where a range of high-risk policies were being 
proposed by opposition parties. 

 
In recent months we have highlighted the fact that broad money growth was 
at risk of declining further if the major banks remained on the sidelines 
dealing with the new regulatory requirements. Fortunately, broad money 
growth appears to be recovering, albeit slowly.  
 

 
 
The economy is being driven primarily by the currency depreciation – mostly 
against the Yen and Euro but also the USD – that is now delivering the first 
current account surplus in 22 years. An economic expansion driven by an 
increase in net exports is a high-quality expansion that should have a strong 
economic multiplier. This is the famous J curve at work. 

 

 
 
Perhaps as early as the March quarter of 2020, we expect the market will 
have pivoted to a more positive tone on global growth that will see Australian 
currency appreciate and also an assumption that the RBA will remain on hold 
in 2020. This outcome appears to already be reflected in the recent stability 
of the 90-day BBSW rate. 
 

 
 
FUND POSITIONING 
 
In the aftermath of APRA’s increased Total Loss Absorbing Capital (TLAC) 
requirements for the banks, we have already seen S&P upgrade the rating on 
a single entity basis of all our major banks. In the near term we don’t expect 
any further changes to the ratings for these banks, and we don’t expect that 
S&P will make any changes to the insurers or regional banks ratings in 2020. 
 
AMP may be the major focus for market participants in 2020. Due to the 
fallout from the Banking Royal Commission, AMP’s equity market value and 
the margins on its floating rate debt have not tightened in line with the rest 
of the market. Over the next 12 months, there are a number of possible 
outcomes for AMP that may have both positive and negative implications for 
AMP credit metrics. S&P currently has AMP on credit watch negative from its 
current BBB+ rating, mainly due to the pending finalisation of the sale of the 
life insurance business. We don’t believe that a downgrade from BBB+ is 
likely though as AMP has shown that it could raise equity; having raised 
$650m in August and $500m of Tier 1 TLAC in December. Both of these 
raisings were well supported by the market.  
 
The AMP earnings may remain under pressure for some years and so will 
deliver little capital or dividend growth for its equity owners, but we expect 
that its strong capital position will be reflected in a tightening of its debt 
credit margins in 2020, once the sale of the life insurance division is finalised.  
 
The Fund currently holds both the new AMPPB tier 1 capital notes and the 
AMP tier OTC March 2020 securities that will be redeemed in March. We 
expect that this redemption will drive a significant contraction in the trading 
margin of both the AMPPA and AMPPB securities.  
 

 
 
DISCLAIMER 
This document is not a recommendation to acquire a particular financial product. The information in this document is of a general nature only. DDH Graham Limited (DDH) has not taken into 
account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person or entity, when preparing this document. Persons should refer to the Product Disclosure 
Statement of this product (available from www.ddhgraham.com.au) and seek professional advice before relying on the information. Information used in this publication has been prepared 
in good faith by DDH Graham Limited. However, neither DDH Graham Limited or GCI Australia Pty Ltd warrant the accuracy of the information, and to the extent permitted by law, disclaim 
responsibility for any loss or damage of any nature whatsoever which may be suffered by any person directly or indirectly through relying upon it, whether that loss or damage is caused by 
any fault or negligence of either DDH Graham Limited or GCI Australia Pty Ltd or otherwise. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 
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